Executive Summary
Meta Space Babies is an NFT project like no other. We will leverage the full power of blockchain to build
a future that is fun, prosperous, and fair. Our self-sustaining community will create a new standard in the
NFT market by providing superior blue chip value, unforgettable artwork, gripping stories, and more.
MSB is built on strong foundations
Our mission is to: generate increasing returns for our community, empower member-led innovation, cultivate artistry, and invest in the project’s long-term viability.
Our vision is to: bring real opportunity and real transparency to communities worldwide.
The MSB core values are: strive for the community’s total self-sufficiency; transparency is better than
secrecy; there is no substitute for masterful artwork; members are entitled to make decisions about the
community; long-term takes priority over short-term.
Don’t miss our action-packed comics!
Meta Space Babies are escaping back through time using the Ethereum Blockchain. Just 10,000 remain
after their planet was destroyed by a mysterious force. Each Meta Space Baby has unique features, and
is bestowed with rare traits from their home planet. Can they band together and use their abilities to
save the metaverse from oblivion? Find out soon in our full comic release!
Growth Mechanics that’ll take MSB to the moon
MSB Daily bridges the digital and traditional sectors to create a harmonized day-to-day growth strategy.
The “digital” focuses on Metaverse expansion, Cryptocurrencies, DeFi, and Blockchain. The “traditional”
focuses on Real Estate, Design + Communications, and Recruitment.
MSB Venture focuses on the project’s long-term growth by building disruptive blockchain-oriented platforms for Real Estate and Casino Gaming, and developing an immersive MSB video game.
MSB Royalties will see: 4% go to the community, 3% go to marketing, and 3% go to charity.
MSB will cover Year 1 hard costs: comics, basic development, art, salaries, and marketing.
Members granted 50% of profits every quarter
All profits generated by MSB will be split 50/50 with the community, and vice-versa. Our growth plan
will lead to over six-figure profits every quarter. The community’s share will be put into the MSB Fund.
Members can use it for: community businesses, internal and external partnerships, charity, payouts, and
more. These are only suggestions. Members have complete and final say!
One Roadmap, TWO lanes
MSB’s two-lane Roadmap allows project creators AND holders to determine how the project grows. Both
sides can pursue their own paths, and join forces to reach mutually-beneficial goals quicker.
MSB supports people and the planet
Blockchain allows us to easily mobilize funds towards worthwhile charitable causes that have impact.
MSB will focus on health outcomes, water security, animal welfare, and environmental sustainability.

https://discord.com/invite/AHdYq2A42T

https://metaspacebabies.com/
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Introduction
Meta Space Babies is an NFT
project like no other. We will
leverage the full power of
blockchain to build a future
that is fun, prosperous, and
fair.
Our self-sustaining community will create a
new standard in the NFT market by providing
superior blue chip value, unforgettable
artwork, gripping stories, and much more.
The MSB White Paper covers all the aspects
of our NFT project plan. Got a question about
Meta Space Babies? Reach us anytime
through our Discord channel. Stay tuned for
our regular AMAs where we will be answering
all types of interesting questions. Make sure
you follow us now on social media
for breaking announcements,
project updates, and additional
details.
We can have fun while pushing
the boundaries of what’s
possible. If you agree, then
Meta Space Babies is the
right NFT project for you.
Thanks for reviewing the
MSB White Paper.
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Motivation
NFT enthusiasts embrace
projects for different reasons.
Maybe the artistry really
speaks to the aspiring holder.
Considering NFTs’ market potential, investors
might be intrigued by passive income,
appreciation and financial returns. Or maybe
people just want to play a role in building the
metaverse’s bright future.
For us at MSB, it’s all the above. Our project
began as an opportunity to create art and tell
stories using a non-traditional launchpad. We
soon realized that blockchain was an outlet
for a community to fully explore its creative
passions.

when original minds make profitable
investments, promising start-ups, and
charitable contributions.
We are motivated to create something
different in a market that is quickly becoming
saturated with the same generic projects. We
want to build for the future, and with strong
foundations we know the MSB community will
thrive.
Our mission is to: generate increasing
returns for our community, empower
member-led innovation, cultivate artistry,
and invest in the project’s long-term
viability.

After all, creativity isn’t reserved for artists.
It’s the artistic thinkers who develop original
products, software as a service, and openworld video games. The community benefits
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Vision
There are so many exciting
opportunities around
the corner – Sandbox
gaming, Zero-Knowledge
cryptography, metaverse
expansion.
MSB wants to play a major role in how
blockchain evolves. In order to do that, we
envision new types of organizations that can
bridge “the traditional” with “the digital”.
Real accountability is missing in traditional
society. Lawmakers are disconnected from
their citizens, institutional investors mess
with the masses, and people aren’t allowed
to enter exclusive clubs because they didn’t
go to the right schools or have the same
opportunities.
These things are hard to change. Blockchain
offers an opportunity to even the playing

field. Blockchain can give everyone an
opportunity to collaborate and build in ways
we never thought possible. And the best part
about it: everything is publicly available. No
more secret conversations with only a select
few participants. Now, we have a system to
track, understand, cooperate and develop —
together.
In the future, housing contracts will be
signed, sealed and delivered on chain. You
own a property? Awesome! Let’s see your
NFT to prove it. Ditto with event tickets, birth
certificates, and passports. Got an awesome
platform idea that will disrupt out-of-date
industries? Put it on chain so everyone can
see proof of your rise. With enough work,
we can eventually get blockchain to be a
database for all things public — even the
stock market — giving everyone the same
kinds of opportunities to grow and excel.
Our vision is to: bring real opportunity
and real transparency to communities
worldwide.
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Values
MSB is guided by five simple values. No matter what happens,
our values will act as the foundation for our growth.

MSB Core Values:
Strive for the community’s total self-sufficiency
Transparency is better than secrecy
There is no substitute for masterful artwork
Members are entitled to make decisions about the community
Long-term takes priority over short-term
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Story
Meta Space Babies are
escaping back through
time using the Ethereum
Blockchain. Just 10,000
remain after their planet was
destroyed by a mysterious
force.
The babies are seeking temporary refuge
on Earth Prime as the last members of their
species. Each Meta Space Baby has unique
features, and is bestowed with rare traits
from their home planet. The babies
belonged to three different
regions on their home
planet. Each region
launched 3333
babies into the
universe.

When it comes to creativity, Meta Space
Babies from Region 2 are the true artists.
They can use their ingenuity in battle to create
energy constructs and beam blasts. Their
innovative ideas and industrious spirit have
established MSB as the ultimate civilization.
Whether it’s offense or defense, Region 3’s
Meta Space Babies are capable of fighting
any enemy. Outside of being expert tacticians,
they are the Metaverses’ most adept handto-hand combatants who wield weapons and
technology in the service of society.
Can they all band together and
use their abilities to save the
metaverse from oblivion? Find
out soon in our first full-length
comic!

Meta Space Babies
from Region 1
harness the full
power of their
minds. Not only are
they transcendent
thinkers, they also
have telekinetic
ability that is
valuable for building
— and defending —
society. No concept
or idea is ever too
meta for these
MSBs.
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MSB Growth Mechanics
MSB Growth is comprised of four sub-sections: MSB Daily, MSB Venture, Rewards, and Post-mint
Allocation Plan. MSB Daily details the key parts of our day-to-day growth plan that will lead to stable
six-figure profits every quarter. MSB Venture focuses on the project’s long-term growth using businesses
that have excellent profit-generating potential. The Rewards section provides details on the MSB
rewards system. The Post-mint Allocation Plan is a tentative proposal for how MSB will cover essential
costs in Year 1.

MSB Daily
Our plan bridges “the digital” with “the traditional” to
create a stable day-to-day growth strategy.
“The digital” focuses on metaverse expansion,
crypto, DeFi, and blockchain. For “the traditional,”
we will bolster our current businesses in
Real Estate, Design + Communications, and
Recruitment. Our balanced strategy will propel our
community’s growth.
MSB Daily will allow project creators to generate profits
that fund the project’s medium- and long-term goals. The
sectors highlighted below will create strong foundations
for further growth.
We expect over six figures in quarterly profits when Meta
Space Babies sell out!
Here are the details:

Metaverse, Crypto, DeFi, and Blockchain Sectors
•

The metaverse is expanding quickly, with untapped potential everywhere you look. The metaverse
market according to Bloomberg is expected to be worth $800 billion by 2024. MSB will take full
advantage of its current metaverse land holdings, which we have owned since Sandbox’s inception.
This will provide a great launchpad to grow that experience.
Crypto, decentralized finance, and yield farms continue to show promise. These markets will gain
stability as more people embrace them. In the meantime, the ability to generate 10x returns in
these markets is not out of the question. Our experts can cut through the noise, and focus on the
areas that will generate the highest potential revenues. We can ensure our approach is balanced by
following a diversified strategy. Our long-term plans keep us grounded, and allow us to focus on our
goals — despite market booms or busts.
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Real Estate Sector
•

We have owned, operated and financed projects in North America’s hottest luxury real estate
markets. The fact is: people need homes to live in. That need will not disappear tomorrow. MSB will
manage multiple real estate transactions every quarter, providing an ongoing source of revenue.
MSB will post approved contracts for the community’s review. This will ensure the community has
transparency on how money is being spent.

Design + Communications Sector
•

Our extensive experience with branding, marketing and public relations ideally positions us for
success in this market — and many others as well. Our project’s visibility will showcase the strength
of our messaging and coordination skills. We expect MSB’s success to translate in additional
contracts. We will offer start-up packages for cost-conscious entrepreneurs, full-service NFT project
development, strategic communications consulting (including crisis communication and PR), as well
as traditional branding and communications services.

Recruitment Sector
•

Businesses in North America are looking to add more and more workers as pandemic restrictions
loosen. Worldwide supply shortages mean that labour will be in high demand, which makes staffing
an excellent revenue source. As a business that is already profitable, the Recruitment Agency will be
brought into MSB’s day-to-day operations to solidify our foundations. We have seen an uptick in our
Recruitment Agency’s activities over the last two
quarters. We expect this to continue in the future.

MSB Venture
Meta Space Babies are more than simply NFTs.
For holders, each NFT opens up multiple paths to
financial freedom. MSB Venture ensures these paths
are focused on the long-term. Members can feel
secure knowing the project will continue to grow and
generate returns well into the future.
To begin, MSB Venture will develop three things:
Real Estate Platform, Casino Platform, and Video
Game. Each serves its own purpose, and contributes
to the project’s long-term viability. MSB will allocate
its 50% share of quarterly profits to the development
of these ventures. A more defined schedule for each
venture will be determined post-mint. Then, once MSB
generates initial quarterly profits, project creators will
provide specific quotes for subsequent optimization
stages, and execute our plans.
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Real Estate Platform
•

The Real Estate industry is plagued with inefficiencies. At each stage, there is some third-party or
middle-man trying to take a cut. Between the oversight, paperwork, regional authorities, and overall
bureaucratic red tape, the real estate industry is ready for disruption. Our real estate platform takes
control away from these traditional power brokers, and gives it to individuals. More specifically, our
idea will bring together homeowners, aspiring homeowners, product creators, and service providers.
In doing so, we will create a new standard in the real estate industry.

Casino Platform
•

A lot of NFT projects promise casino gaming. Some have delivered, others haven’t. Despite all the
excitement about the concept, not a single NFT project has proposed any INNOVATIONS to casino
gaming — until now. MSB will bring the “creator economy” to the casino world, and develop a secure
environment for players to enjoy the unrivaled experience IN the Metaverse. Our idea is as simple as
it is earth-shattering. Want to learn more? Stay tuned for our AMAs as we reveal more details to our
loyal community.

Video Game
•

The MSB video game will give NFT holders special privileges as they battle in an expanded
universe. Each NFT will have unique attributes that indicate rarity. Based on these rarities, NFT
holders will be able to upgrade their characters with one-of-a-kind items. Holders can collect coins,
complete challenges, buy and sell digital wearables, fight battles, build communities, and improve
their standing in the game. Whether you’re interested in pursuing your own story through solitary
quests, or you’re focused on confronting MSB’s mightiest foes, our video game will provide a
challenging and fun opportunity to grow.

Rewards
The MSB Rewards breakdown is as follows:

10% total Royalties
•
•
•

4% goes back to the community directly
3% goes to marketing
3% to charity

We want to make sure our community receives the
highest share of rewards. A few points will go to
bolstering our marketing budget, and the remaining
three percent will go to a worthy charitable cause
of our choosing (community suggestions always
welcome).
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Post-mint Allocation
Plan
MSB will cover all hard costs for Year 1. These are
broken down below:

Comics
•

We will continue to build out the exciting Meta
Space Babies universe. Our comics will follow the
metaverse’s most advanced species as they fight
the forces that threaten their existence — and
ours.

Development
•

MSB will cover ongoing development to ensure our
smart contracts and website remain relevant. This
only includes basic development costs, not the
development costs related to goals, which will be
outlined post-mint when more info is available.

Art + Design
•

There will be more design needs as we build out
our full NFT offering. We will work with interesting
design professionals to bring our community
fantastic art. Stay tuned as the universe expands!

Salaries
•

We will compensate our teammates fairly. As
we expand our operations, we will add capable
members to take our project to new levels. We’re
excited to grow our team and embrace bigger
challenges.

Marketing
•

The buzz won’t end on mint date. We plan on
pumping up our post-mint marketing efforts
through giveaways and contests. These will include
courtside basketball seats, tuition grants, sold out
concerts, thousands of dollars in prizes, and more.
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Community
Involvement
Meta Space Babies will be
the first NFT project to give
community members an
actual voice. Our NFT holders
will define MSB’s future using
their own talents, ideas, and
goals.

MSB Fund
All profits generated by MSB will be split
50/50 with the community. Members will have
complete and total say over what happens to
their 50% share of profits.
If MSB fully mints its 10,000 NFTs, we
anticipate over six-figure profits starting postmint Q2.
The MSB Fund can be deployed for many
purposes. Here are some ideas:

Community-funded Business
Ideas

Do you have a great product or service idea
that can disrupt the market? Think you’ve got
the artistic chops to start an NFT? Community
members can review your business plan and
assess its feasibility. If the community is on
your side, then it’s time to turn your idea into
reality.

Internal Partnerships

MSB plans to reach its goals —a video game,
metaverse expansion, and industry-changing
platforms. We can get there faster if we join
forces! Let’s build out our vision together
because anything we do is yours too. Half of
all profits generated belong to the community.

External Partnerships

There are a ton of exciting business ventures
in the market. Many are looking for funding
to push their ideas to the moon. Community
members can engage external parties and
secure profitable partnerships. This can be an
excellent source of ongoing revenue for MSB.
		

Charity

MSB is about creating real opportunities. That
includes charitable causes that can make a
difference. Whether it’s a local charity to feed
and clothe the homeless, or an environmental
cause that’s dear to the community’s heart, or
even a fully-funded operation run by MSB —
it’s important to give back.

Pay-outs and buy-backs

NFT holders can pay themselves, or even
deploy funding for buy-backs that help control
the value of our NFTs. Members will receive
the benefits one way or another. No matter
the choice, members can decide if and when
these options make sense.
These are only suggestions on how the
community can use the MSB Fund. The final
decision belongs to our Meta Space Babies
NFT holders. Once the community has
decided, MSB will execute the decision(s) on
the community’s behalf safely, transparently,
and legally.
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MSB Governors
Blockchain enables people to organize in
new and promising ways. MSB is excited to
develop a system that enables members to
easily organize, discuss, propose, and vote.
Holders of Meta Space Babies NFTs will be
appointed as MSB Governors. The Governors
will be granted exclusive rights in the
community’s governance system.
Communities can be composed differently.
Governance systems are judged based on
their scalability (ability to grow) and resilience
(ability to withstand attacks). Communities
function in a variety of ways using built-in
blockchain features, including through token
distribution, funds allocation, reputation
assignment, data curation, external activity,
and governance updates.
MSB will thoroughly assess all the areas
mentioned above in order to develop a
balanced system that: facilitates intracommunity dialogue, protects against
nefarious attacks, offers a framework for
funnelling attention, and creates a seamless
voting apparatus that ensures members have
their say.
MSB will introduce final details about our
governance system after we have minted our
10,000 NFTs. In the community’s financial
interest, and to ensure legal compliance, MSB
creators will execute all financial decisions on
the community’s behalf. This process will be
completely transparent so that the community
can see their choices have been executed.
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Roadmap
MSB is re-envisioning the NFT Roadmap
as we know it. Instead of having a single
path dictated only by project owners, MSB
is introducing its Two-lane Roadmap. This
approach gives project owners and community
members authority over what happens in each
lane. Here’s how it would work:

Lane 1
This lane is structured in a similar way to other
NFT projects. There will be a pathway full of
targets, and as the project progresses we will
update the status of each. Of course, MSB
is not just any other NFT project. Whether
its creating memorable comics, unveiling our
governance system, announcing final quarterly
profits figures, or even introducing a real
estate platform that disrupts the antiquated
housing industry, MSB will contribute utility at
every stage.

Lane 2
In their role as Governors, NFT holders will
decide how to allocate their 50% share of
profits every quarter. Members can decide
what action(s) they want to take and how best
to get there. Dialogue will be critical since
holders have to determine their community’s
growth strategy and goals. That can be some
combination of community-funded businesses,
external partnerships, charitable contributions,
member pay-outs, and NFT buy-backs that
increase value. This can also include internal
partnerships with MSB project owners. It
would allow both sides to combine lanes
temporarily to achieve a set objective quicker.
Here’s how this Two-lane Roadmap will look
post-mint Q1.

The possibilities are
endless. Once the
community is formed postmint and the governance
system is introduced, MSB
NFT holders can start
discussing the intricacies
of their path. If project
owners and community
members decide to
converge their lanes, or
they opt for parallel growth,
we are convinced that Meta
Space Babies will be in
good hands. No matter the
lane, the overall system is
designed to benefit both
sides — always.
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Charity
Blockchain allows us to
seamlessly connect people
and ideas.
It offers a type of flexibility that wasn’t
available before, opening up new opportunities
in the process. This newfound freedom allows
us to easily mobilize funds towards worthwhile
causes, which makes charitable ventures ripe
for immediate impact.
MSB will provide an initial lump sum once
the project fully mints its NFTs. There will
be quarterly allocations that follow, which
will continue to grow with our revenuegenerating ventures. Much like our Growth
Strategy, MSB’s Charity Ventures will be
diversified. Our charitable work will focus
on two areas: people and the planet. Within
these categories, MSB will focus on causes
that improve health outcomes, boost water
security, support animal welfare, and advance
environmental sustainability.

Health Outcomes

Countless people worldwide face health
complications due to factors beyond their
control. Many countries lack the resources to
provide accessible, cost-effective health care
to their citizens. Other variables, including
war, famine, and corruption, lead people
to severe hardships. MSB will contribute
to Doctors Without Borders (MSF), an
organization with a powerful mission and
fearless workers.
[https://doctorswithoutborders.org]

Water Security

Sugary beverages may be plentiful on the
shelves; but, depending on where you are,
clean drinking water can be scarcer than
ever. People need to be able to access safe

and reliable drinking water — no matter your
income level or social status. That’s why MSB
wants to address water insecurity by building
water resources. We will start in sub-Saharan
Africa by donating to The Water Project, which
builds wells, small dams, and more.
[https://thewaterproject.org]

Animal Welfare

The treatment of animals continues to be a
major concern. Majestic creatures are at risk,
in large part due to poaching and hunting
activities. With targeted funding, we can
help correct dwindling numbers and support
sanctuary efforts. MSB is taking the lead
by donating to The Rhino Orphanage and
Panthera Africa Big Cat Sanctuary.
[https://therhinoorphanage.co.za]
[https://pantheraafrica.com]

Environmental Sustainability

We want to create a world that future
generations will be able to enjoy. That extends
to the environment, which is precious and
essential to life. MSB will take a two-pronged
approach to the environment by targeting
trees and the ocean. In doing so, we can help
safeguard life on and off land. We will support
Tree-Nation’s reforestation efforts, and Ocean
Legacy’s advanced efforts to address ocean
plastics.
[https://tree-nation.com]
[https://oceanlegacy.ca/]
MSB is excited to hear its community’s
charitable ideas. Perhaps they fit within our
four focus areas, or maybe they expand
outside of them. Either way, we want to create
foundations that will help us grow into a truly
impactful group. We’re happy to entertain
ideas that will push us — and our world —
forward.
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Thank you for reviewing the Meta Space Babies White
Paper. Join MSB Society on Discord to secure your
Whitelist spot. Follow us on social media for updates
and announcements, and don’t forget to join our AMAs
for detailed information. Onward and upward!
Website link: https://metaspacebabies.com/
Discord Link: https://discord.com/invite/AHdYq2A42T
Twitter: https://twitter.com/MSB_NFT?s=20
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/metaspacebabies/
Telegram: https://t.me/+JcZ9BVOS-tczNDkx

